
2008 Canadian ASL Open
The 2008 Canadian ASL Open will be held in Montreal on September 19, 20 and 21. We will 
have a main tournament of five rounds during those three days, as well as a mini-tournament of 
three rounds for up to eight players on Saturday and Sunday.
The winner of the main tournament is determined by points. The mini-tournament is a single 
elimination tournament. In recognition of the release of Valor Of The Guards, the theme of the 
mini-tournament will be Stalingrad scenarios from various sources, including Valor Of The 
Guards and Red Barricades.
Pre-register to save a few dollars, or to guarantee a place in the three round mini-tournament, or 
to order your souvenir T-shirt, glass beer stein or glass coffee mug.
We provide plaques for the winner of the mini-tournament and for the top three players in the 
five round tournament.
We are holding this event at the Days Hotel, in the heart of downtown Montreal. The hotel has a 
restaurant; as well, there are many  dining and entertainment possibilities within a few minutes 
walking distance.
This is the contact information for the Days Hotel. You can also make reservations using the 
internet. There is a limited number of rooms reserved for our event available at the rate of 91.95 
per night (not including taxes). To have that rate, you must phone the hotel directly and ask for a 
room of the “Rodgers” block (confirmation number: 334162). The Hotel Maritime Plaza is within 
a five minute walking distance of the Days Hotel.

Tournament Hotel Alternate Hotel

Days Hotel and Conference Center
1005 Guy Street
Montreal, Quebec

514-938-4611     800-329-7466

Hotel Maritime Plaza
1155 Guy Street
Montreal, Quebec

514-932-4611     800-363-1411

Registration at the door for the complete three days is 40 dollars. Pre-registration is 35 dollars. 
Registration at the door to play on only Saturday and Sunday is 35 dollars. Pre-registration for 
playing on only Saturday and Sunday is 30 dollars. Players registering at the door on Saturday 
may join the main tournament or they may join the mini-tournament if there is space.
If you have questions, send an email to “mtrodgers99@gmail.com”.
To pre-register, fill in the form below and send it, with your cheque or money order in Canadian 
funds (payable to the Canadian ASL Association), to:

Bill Bird
839 Strathcona, Street
Winnipeg, MB
R3G 3G3

Please see the next page for the registration form.
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Your Name: 

Put a check mark in this box to pre-register for the mini-tournament.  

Item Price Quantity Amount

3 day pre-registration $35

2 day pre-registration $30

souvenir T-shirt size Small $20

souvenir T-shirt size Medium $20

souvenir T-shirt size Large $20

souvenir T-shirt size Extra Large $20

souvenir glass beer stein $20

souvenir glass coffee mug $20

CASLA member discounts - $5

TOTAL AMOUNT


